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Abstract

This paper introduces ViHealthNLI, a large dataset for the natural language inference problem for Vietnamese. Unlike
the similar Vietnamese datasets, ours is specific to the healthcare domain. We conducted an exploratory analysis to
characterize the dataset and evaluated the state-of-the-art methods on the dataset. Our findings indicate that the
dataset poses significant challenges while also holding promise for further advanced research and the creation of
practical applications.
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1. Introduction

The natural language inference (NLI) problem re-
quires us to determine the semantic relationship
between a pair of input sentences - a premise and
a hypothesis. This relationship can be either en-
tailment (if the hypothesis can be inferred from the
premise), contradiction (if the negation of the hy-
pothesis can be inferred from the premise), or neu-
tral (for all the other cases). Recent studies have
highlighted the critical role of NLI in many vital ap-
plications (Yang et al., 2019; Glockner et al., 2024),
particularly in the healthcare domain (Sarrouti et al.,
2021; Arana-Catania et al., 2022). Over the past
decade, this problem has attracted numerous stud-
ies (Storks et al., 2019; Gubelmann et al., 2023).
Thanks to the creation of large scale datasets in
English(Bowman et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2018),
researchers have proposed a multiple models for
the problem with impressive performance 1. How-
ever, their performance for other languages, includ-
ing Vietnamese, still needs to improve. This decline
in the models’ performance is primarily due to the
lack of appropriate datasets.

Despite having a large number of speakers and
a rapidly growing demand for language technolo-
gies2, Vietnamese is still a low-resource language.
Particularly for NLI, to the best of our knowledge,
ViNLI (Huynh et al., 2022) is the only existing
dataset for Vietnamese. However, this dataset is
open-domain, making it unsuitable for use in cer-
tain specific domains (Bauer et al., 2021).

In this work, we aim to address the above issues
by constructing a novel domain-specific dataset for
NLI for Vietnamese. Our work is also motivated
by the recent campaigns3 and the emerging need

* Corresponding author
1https://paperswithcode.com/task/natural-language-

inference
2https://www.statista.com/forecasts/1147008/internet-

users-in-vietnam
3https://en.vietnamplus.vn/campaign-

for tools for assessing health information in Viet-
nam4. Hence, we include in the dataset sentences
about healthcare topics and events, and name it Vi-
HealthNLI. We have performed an initial analysis to
explore the subjects discussed in the dataset. We
have also examined the effectiveness of several
state-of-the-art methods on the dataset. The find-
ings demonstrate that our dataset poses significant
novelty, and suggests promising applications.

2. Related Work

Multiple datasets were created to facilitate the de-
velopment of advanced methods for the NLI prob-
lem. The first ones, quite limited in size, were in-
troduced in RTE challenges (Dagan et al., 2006,
2010). Larger datasets were then constructed
and publicly released. The notable are the SNLI
(Bowman et al., 2015) and MNLI (Williams et al.,
2018). Recently, more comprehensive datasets
have been constructed to improve the NLI mod-
els further (Nie et al., 2019, 2020; Conneau et al.,
2020b; Parrish et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2022). These
datasets are, however, only in English and open-
domain. There are also several datasets tailored
for other languages. Hu et al. introduced the
OCNLI dataset for Chinese (Hu et al., 2020), Ma-
hendra et al. developed IndoNLI for Indonesian
(Mahendra et al., 2021), and Yanaka et al. pre-
sented JaNLI dataset for Japanese (Yanaka and Mi-
neshima, 2021). Specifically, Huynh et al. curated
ViNLI, a dataset focusing on Vietnamese (Huynh
et al., 2022). These datasets, however, primarily
serve open-domain purposes, lacking specific do-
main constraints or focuses.

Unlike the work above, we focus on constructing
a large NLI benchmark dataset specifically tailored

seeks-to-prevent-fake-news-create-healthier-
cyberculture/269457.vnp

4https://indochina-research.com/4-out-of-10-
vietnamese-youth-are-exposed-to-fake-news/
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for Vietnamese and the healthcare domain. More-
over, we rigorously oversee the data compilation
procedure to minimize any annotation artifacts and
bias that found present in the current datasets (Gu-
rurangan et al., 2018).

3. Data Collection

We use the well-established technique in previous
studies to construct datasets. This technique in-
volves the following primary phases:

• Phase 1: Choosing the first sentence, known
as the "premise," from a text source about
healthcare, followed by

• Tasking human annotators with crafting the
subsequent sentence, the "hypothesis," which
either logically follows, opposes, or remains
impartially related to the chosen sentence.

In phase 1, following the previous work that con-
structed the ViNLI dataset, we also use news arti-
cles as the source for choosing the premise sen-
tences. That type of source is also used to serve
our objective: We would like to employ the con-
structed dataset to develop tools for information
verification in the news. To do so, we first crawled
news articles from reputable and highly popular
online news agencies in Vietnam, such as VnEx-
press5, Dan Tri6, Tuoi Tre7, and others. We only
crawl articles published under the Health category
of the agencies to focus on healthcare-related top-
ics. In total, we have crawled more than 10 thou-
sand articles published in the last three years. Next,
we selected the first sentences from the those ar-
ticles as potential premise sentences. These sen-
tences were chosen due to their semantic concise-
ness: Their meaning can be comprehensively un-
derstood based solely on their wording. We then
exclude sentences with fewer than ten words or end
with exclamation marks or question marks since
these sentences often do not provide factual infor-
mation.

In phase 2, we recruited a large group of under-
graduate students as annotators to compile the hy-
pothesis sentences. To increase the linguistic diver-
sity of the dataset, we selected students from differ-
ent majors, including science, technology, business
and economy-related studies, and art. Additionally,
in order to guarantee the annotators possess ad-
equate language skills, we exclusively accepted
individuals meeting two criteria: (1) being native
speakers of Vietnamese and (2) having reached
at least their third year of study in their program.
Altogether, our team comprises over 30 annotators.

5https://vnexpress.net/
6https://dantri.com.vn/
7https://tuoitre.vn/

We randomly distributed the premise sentences
among the annotators. Each annotator was tasked
with generating three additional sentences in Viet-
namese for each premise sentence, aiming to con-
vey, respectively, semantic entailment, contradic-
tion, or neutrality with the premise sentence. We
supplied the annotators with the following guide-
lines for constructing each hypothesis sentence.

• Entailment: Create a sentence that either
(i) implies or restates the key point(s) in the
premise sentence by employing synonymous
terms and/or (ii) expands upon or clarifies the
point(s) while altering the sentence structure.

• Contradiction: Create a new sentence that
either (i) refutes (one of) the main idea(s)
in the premise sentence by using oppo-
site terms or (ii) restates the primary ac-
tions/statements/opinions/etc. mentioned in
the translated premise sentence using syn-
onyms but with different subjects and/or ob-
jects, along with making any necessary struc-
tural adjustments for linguistic fluency.

• Neutral: to compose a new sentence that men-
tions one or more subject(s) of the translated
premise sentence but discusses aspects not
mentioned in that sentence.

Moreover, we implemented several pilot sessions
to train the annotators. In each session, annota-
tors were tasked with working on a few premise
sentences and refining their hypothesis sentences
with the help of senior researchers. The refinement
focuses on avoiding direct affirmations or nega-
tions and discouraging mere replication of premise
sentences in composing the hypotheses. As high-
lighted in (Gururangan et al., 2018), this refinement
is necessary to minimize annotation artifacts and
biases in data construction. Following the training,
we allocated the premise sentences to annotators
in sizable groups. Two annotators then worked
on each group: one compiled the hypothesis sen-
tences, and the other revised the sentences based
on the aforementioned revision guidelines.

4. Data Validation

To ensure the reliability of our dataset, we con-
ducted data verification by selecting 500 pairs of
(premise, hypothesis) sentences randomly for val-
idation. These pairs were relabeled by 3 to 5 se-
nior researchers without knowledge of the origi-
nal annotators or labels. Additionally, we random-
ized the order of sentences within pairs and the
presentation order of pairs to senior researchers.
Remarkably, 98.2% of pairs received unanimous
labeling from senior researchers, leading to high
agreement. Utilizing the majority voting method, we
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Table 1: Basic statistics of the ViNLI and Vi-
HealthNLI datasets.

Statistic ViNLI ViHealth
#pairs 22,801 18,989

#entailment pairs 7,583 6,398
#contradiction pairs 7,595 6,333

#neutral pairs 7,623 6,258
average #words in
premise sentences

28.6 26.8

average #words in hypoth-
esis sentences:

- entailment sentences 19.5 25.4
- contradiction sentences 18.3 22.2

- neutral sentences 21.7 22.3
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Figure 1: Length distribution of sentences in the
ViHealthNLI dataset.

unified the researchers’ labels for each pair, result-
ing in 97.8% agreement between annotators and
senior researchers. These findings underscore the
quality and trustworthiness of our dataset.

5. Descriptive Analysis

First, in Table 1, we show some basic descriptive
statistics of the ViHealthNLI dataset. The table
also presents comparative statistics from the ViNLI
dataset8, the only publicly available dataset for Viet-
namese NLI. The table clearly shows that while
the ViNLI dataset is slightly larger, the ViHealthNLI
dataset is slightly more comprehensive, as their
hypothesis sentences are significantly longer.

Next, in continuation of prior research, we delved
deeper into the length of the sentences and the
linguistic overlapping between the premise and the
hypothesis sentences in our dataset. We show in
Figure 1 the distributions of the length, and in Fig-

8We exclude from VinNLI dataset pair of Other cate-
gory to make it consistent with other datasets
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Figure 2: Distribution of the overlapping between
the premise sentence and the hypothesis sentence
in ViHealthNLI dataset.

ure 2 the distributions of the overlappings. Here,
a sentence’s length is measured by the number of
its tokens, and the overlapping between two sen-
tences is measured by the Jaccard coefficient be-
tween the set of sentences’ uncased tokens. The
figures indicate that both the length and the over-
lapping adhere to long-tailed normal distributions,
implying the complexity of the dataset.

Lastly, we performed a topical examination to
gain insight into the subjects covered within our
dataset. We utilized the LDA approach (Blei et al.,
2003), setting the number of hidden topics to 5 af-
ter a thorough exploration involving various values,
considering the balance between the model’s like-
lihood and the coherence of the identified topics
(Wallach et al., 2009). In Table 2, we show the pro-
portion and top 10 most representative words for
each obtained topic. The table also shows the top-
ics’ label, which is manually assigned based on the
topics’ most representative words and sentences.

6. Annotation Artifact Examination

Like previous studies, we examined annotation ar-
tifacts within our dataset by predicting the labels
of hypothesis sentences without considering the
premise sentences. We used Na"ive Bayes9 and
fasttext models10 for the task and implemented 5-
fold cross-validation. We show in Table 3 the ag-
gregated performance of the models across the
folds. Additionally, we include in the table the per-
formance of the identical experiments on the ViNLI
dataset. The table indicates that our ViHealthNLI
dataset exhibits a slightly higher occurrence of an-
notation artifacts than the ViNLI dataset. This dis-
crepancy is anticipated since the ViNLI dataset en-

9https://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/pdf/13bayes.pdf
10https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/supervised-tutorial.html
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Table 2: Topics obtained from ViHealthNLI dataset: the label assigned to each topic is manually determined
based on examining the topic’s top words and top sentences.

Topic Proportion Label Top words(translated into English)
1 17.1% Cardiovascular

health
pain, blood, disease, joint, inflammation, doctor,
surgery, patient, heart, hospital

2 23.2% Fertility and
children

child, skin, baby, mother, pregnancy, help, birth,
health, women, pregnant

3 17.9% Nutrition health, help, weight, nutrition, food, body, substances,
benefits, regimen, drink

4 18.9% Covid-19 covid-19, medical, case, hospital, patient, vaccine,
epidemic, province, disease, Vietnam

5 22.9% Cancer disease, cancer, treatment, inflammation, infection,
symptoms, medicine, risk, help, danger

Table 3: The average micro F1 score of hypothesis
sentence classifiers.

Model ViNLI ViHealthNLI
Naïve Bayes 0.466 0.495
fasttext 0.492 0.531

compasses a broader range of domains, whereas
our ViHealthNLI dataset is specific to a particular
domain. It is worth noting that the classifier’s per-
formance on our dataset is notably lower compared
to similar results on existing datasets (Gururangan
et al., 2018), suggesting a significant reduction in
annotation artifact issues in our dataset.

7. Experiment

We first examine the effectiveness of the state-of-
the-art pre-trained model on our datasets. We used
a version of the DeBERTaV3 model that was initially
trained on a huge multilingual dataset and then fine-
tuned on MNLI and XNLI datasets11. This model
obtains an accuracy of only 82.6% on ViHealthNLI,
significantly lower than its performance on English
datasets12, highlighting the difficulty in performing
cross-lingual transfer learning on our dataset.

Next, in line with previous research, we inves-
tigate the efficiency of transformer-based classifi-
cation models, which have demonstrated superi-
ority in various natural language comprehension
tasks, including NLI, as highlighted in recent studies
(Min et al., 2023). Specifically, we used phobert-
based13 and phobert-large14 – as they are the
most performant BERT for Vietnamese (Nguyen

11https://huggingface.co/MoritzLaurer/mDeBERTa-
v3-base-mnli-xnli

12https://paperswithcode.com/paper/deberta-
decoding-enhanced-bert-with

13https://huggingface.co/vinai/phobert-base
14https://huggingface.co/vinai/phobert-large

Table 4: Performances of transformer-based mod-
els on ViHealthNLI dataset.

Model(s) Avg. Accuracy
phobert-base 0.900
phobert-large 0.914

xlmr-base 0.877
xlmr-large 0.913

deberta-v3-base 0.809
deberta-v3-large 0.862

and Nguyen, 2020); xmlr-base15 and xmlr-large16

– the pre-trained XLM-RoBERTa models (Con-
neau et al., 2020a); and deberta-v3-base17 and
deberta-v3-large18 – the pre-trained DeBERTaV3
models (He et al., 2022). We conducted a 5-fold
cross-validation for each model utilizing Hugging
Face’s library, 19 employing hyper-parameter con-
figurations include learning-rate = 10−5, batch-size
= 32, number-epochs = 5. Table 4 shows the mod-
els’ average accuracy across the folds. It is evident
from the table that the models achieve comparable
results to the current state-of-the-arts, implying that
our dataset presents a difficulty while also provid-
ing significant prospects for future sophisticated
research and the creation of practical applications.

Lastly, we performed a cross-dataset evaluation
to obtain a qualitative comparison between our
dataset and ViNLI dataset. We trained a phobert-
large-based classification model on one dataset
and tested it on the other. For the train on ViNLI
and test on ViHealthNLI, we obtained an accuracy
of 85.4%, and for the train on ViHealthNLI and
test on ViNLI, we obtained an accuracy of 64.5%.
These results clearly imply the significant qualita-

15https://huggingface.co/xlm-roberta-base
16https://huggingface.co/xlm-roberta-large
17https://huggingface.co/microsoft/deberta-v3-base
18https://huggingface.co/microsoft/deberta-v3-large
19https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/index
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tive difference between the two datasets.

8. Conclusion

We have provided a large, novel dataset for the
NLI problem in Vietnamese that is specific to the
healthcare domain. We have also conducted sev-
eral experiments to get insight from the dataset
and examine the state-of-the-art models on it. The
findings suggest that the dataset has the potential
to explore more domain-specific research as well
as practical applications, such as in combatting
misinformation (Yang et al., 2019).
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